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2nd Breakfast  
TEACHERS RESOURCE 

 
 
For your first breakfast at camp our Program Staff and Kitchen Staff will run the meal, explaining the 
points of most importance to yourselves and the students. 
 
If you are here for more than one night, we have provided this Teachers Resource to assist you, along 
with the Kitchen Staff, to run the 2nd and subsequent breakfasts. (NB: No Lord of the Rings pun 
intended!!) 
 

BREAKFAST INSTRUCTIONS: 
 1. 7.45 AM – Kitchen staff announce Duty Group to Dining Hall. 
 2. Duty Group sets up Dining Hall as per the sample table set out by the Kitchen staff. 
 3. 8 AM – Kitchen Staff ring meal bell or make announcement to come and line up on verandah for 

breakfast. 
 4. Once lined up the Teachers run through the following instructions for the students (these are the 

same instructions as the 1st days breakfast); 
 a. Dietaries are to go in first 
 b. Take shoes off and place on the shoe racks 
 c. Hand sanitise as you go in 
 d. Go up to the front tables to collect cereal & condiments and find a seat. (Dietaries – go up 

to servery to access their breakfast.) 
 i. Toast will come out to the tables. 
 ii. You are free to go up for more cereal or juice as you wish 

 5. Kitchen staff will come out to ask for seconds for toast by raising their hand for quiet, then asking 
for those who would like more toast to please raise their hand. They will count numbers and bring 
more toast to those tables. 

 6. If you are having a Hot Breakfast exactly the same thing happens, except they go to the servery to 
pick up their hot breakfast and then find a seat. They can go back for cereal, condiments and juice 
as needed after that and toast will still be brought to the tables. 

 
TABLE CLEARING: 

 
 1. Students are to place cutlery in the holder on table once finished. 
 2. Scrap all food onto one plate and place on top of all the others. 
 3. One student only is to clear the table by bringing up the plates/bowls and cutlery holder to the 

dish pit servery. 
 4. Cutlery is to be put in the tubs of hot water as marked e.g. knife, fork and spoon. 
 5. Food to be scraped off into bin and bowls with milk/cereal are to be tipped into the bucket with 

the sieve. 
 6. Program staff will arrive to explain day’s activities just before you are due to head out and get 

going for the day. 
 7. Duty Group (supervised by Teachers) to wipe down tables with hot soapy water and cloths 

provided and to swipe floors. 
 

Thanks for your assistance in providing a great start to the day for your students! 


